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Mark Your Calendar
4 9am-noon EOS Big Clean up day
6 9 am-noon SPGA Garden Clean up 
 6 pm-7:30 pm Open House at OSU Extension 
  Office
13 5:30 - 7:00 pm Board of Trustees meeting @  
  SPGA Clubhouse
18 9am-noon EOS work day 
22  All Things Landscaping @ Windy  
  Knoll. Detail coming.
25  MGV Recognition Celebration @ 
  Marriott. Details coming.
28 11 am-1 pm Education Committee 

The Landscape With Nature Garden at  2021 Snyder Park Gardens and Arboretum Jubilee. Picture 
from Susan Kogler. 
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Pam’s Posies
Dear Master Gardener Volunteers;

Many of you have heard by now that my dad is very 
ill.  As I compose this newsletter, I am in the Visitor’s 
lounge on the 10th floor at the James in Columbus 
waiting on him to come back from a CT scan.  He is 
slowly making progress each day.  It’s going to be a 
very slow process but he wants to live and has great 
grandkids, grandkids, and kids who are all waiting on 
him.  What caused his sudden weakness and pain 
is still unknown.  The weekend before Labor Day he 
was jet-skiing on the Sandusky River and bragging 
about getting up to 60 mph.  Labor Day he was 
playing pickle ball and badminton.  By Thursday that 
week, he couldn’t get out of bed or move.  Everyone 
on his care team is incredible.  He is in the right place 
– at the OSU hospital – to get the best care.  Thank 
you all for your words of encouragement and your 
prayers.  I can’t tell you how much your support is 
appreciated.

Despite the ongoing concern with Covid, I must say 
I am proud of our MGVs.  You all are all doing what 
you can to protect each other.  I appreciate that.  At 
this time, there are no restrictions for OSU Extension 
offices and hopefully, Clark County numbers will start 
going back in the right direction – DOWN!

Thanks for all you have done this season to keep 
things going.  Rich and I appreciate your support.  By 
now, you may have also heard that our new Office 
Assistant who took Jo’s place resigned as did Mara 
Andrus (Kathy’s position).  Both of these positions will 
be reposted as soon as possible.  Jo’s is a full time 
office associate and Kathy’s is part-time.  Please let 
me know if you know of someone!  And hang in there, 
we will eventually get the office staffing situated so 
that we can start rolling in force.  In the meantime, 
thanks to Connie Mitchell, Deb Brugger, Donna 
Meyers and the rest of the board for stepping up to 
help whenever they can.

And finally, thanks for all that you accomplished 
this year.  As the SPGA Committee met a couple of 
weeks ago, I marveled at all that was accomplished 
this year, despite Covid causing more issues.  You 
are all outstanding volunteers and I wish we could do 
more to thank you for your dedication to Clark County 
and OSU Extension.  
Thanks as always for your continued support, 
prayers, and love.
Pam

Pam’s Posies  cont. on pg. 3

Monarch butterfly 
on our Paradiso 
Dwarf Mix 
coneflowers 
in the Trial 
Gardens.
Picture by Karen 
Parsons

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
The leaves are falling!  Mornings are crisp! It must 

be Autumn!  That means we are adjusting our focus 
from weeding to preparing the gardens for Winter and 
Spring 2022.

As part of the preparation, the SPGA committee 
continues to make plans for growing and building 
new gardens, new extraordinary signage, and 
potential for music in the gardens! The Policy and 
Procedure Committee will gather, document, and 
create a Manual for the MGVs continuity in Snyder 
Park. The Docent/Tour Guides Committee will 
reconvene in October. Even though, the weeding will 
cease, the preparation continues!

The pots used for the Greenhouse beginning in 
February 2022, are clean and ready to use! It really is 
relaxing to wash pots mindlessly.

Once again, Drew Titone gave a spectacular Tool 
Sharpening Workshop! Now our tools are clean and 
sharpened for Spring!

The next to last Garden Walk was presented 
by Deb Brugger on September 18 from 11 a.m. - 
12:30 p.m. teaching children about Tree ID. Deb 
was spectacular with her knowledge and charisma 
with the children. Kim Bachman and I brought our 
grandchildren to listen to Miss Deb. Claire, Laina, and 
Gabe could answer questions. The Grandmothers 
were excited! And relieved…..

I have talked with 8-10 people this summer who 
are interested in joining our amazing group! We 
need to keep recruiting as we continue to grow 
our gardens! We are about to expand our Master 
Gardener Volunteers who will have the same zest for 
Gardening as we all have!

Now Autumn has arrived…again! Thank you each 
and everyone who have been a participant in this 
past year’s awesome accomplishments!

Stay tuned for next month’s potential for Officers for 
2022!
In the spirit of Master Gardeners, 
Connie Mitchell
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RICH’S REMARKS
The Autumnal Equinox arrived and with it 

unexpected (perhaps) cool temperatures and 
windy and rain filled storms.  If we weren’t paying 
attention to the procession of the calendar, 
we certainly know now that Fall has arrived.  
Summer of 2021 has been more than busy and 
even more productive.  So many projects came 
to a timely and successful completion in time for 
SPGA Jubilee when we celebrated the official 
dedication of Snyder Park Gardens & Arboretum, 
installation of the Springfield Foundation Feature 
Garden, and the dedication of the Wingert 
Tossey Pavilion. 

Many projects have additional tasks to 
complete.  The Perennial Committee will lead 
Community Volunteers in a Fall Planting Day 
activity at the end of this week that will dress 
up the Clematis Arbor and the west side of the 
Clubhouse.  There is still work to complete with 
the Springfield Foundation Feature Gardens, but 
much of that may well happen with the return 
of the FFA students this coming weekend.  The 
Field Trials have had their final evaluations but 
are still worth a visit to enjoy the big finale of so 
many of those annuals; especially check out the 
Begonias!

Completion of the walks currently in use were 
deemed a good point to pause construction until 
after SPGA Jubilee.  Additional construction is 
planned for the remaining season to install a 10 
ft. wide walk, heading west, extension of the 2 
east/west secondary walks to the west, and an 
angling “secondary” walk on either side that will 
join the termination of those east west secondary 
walk extensions with the 10 ft. wide west walk.

Transition to Salesforce/Hands on Connect is 
still in process but expect training opportunities 
soon.  VMS access disappeared for a while 
causing some concern among staff and 
volunteers.  It briefly granted me access to 
rescue some very much needed contact 
information.  I am hoping I can continue to sneak 
in occasionally until everything is smoothly and 
completely transferred over to our new system.

At this point of the 2021 season, I have 

Rich’s Remarks  cont. on pg.9

October
1st Susie Broidy
3rd Leslie Edmunds
7th Judy Niggemeyer
9th Edith Newell-Perley
15th Susan Miller
18th Ed Wozniak
26th Robert Russell
28th Carolyn Schreck
31st Natheta Mercer
31st Ruth Ann Rahim

New 2020 MGVs, please send in the date of your 
birthday so that you will be included in our monthly 
birthday celebration. Please email to linda@
mccannco.net.

Snyder Park Gardens and Arboretum
Thanks to the committee members for a great 

meeting a few weeks ago. The summaries of what 
you did this year were quite amazing and the plans 
for next are equally amazing.  Please make sure 
you get your completed budget into George and the 
finance committee as soon as possible.  We still have 
plenty of money in the OSU account and will take 
your supplies, plants, and whatever we can out of 
that account for 2022.  This will take some planning 
and organization but it will be worth it.

Pamela J. Bennett State Master Gardener Volunteer 
Coordinator 
Extension Educator, Horticulture 
Ohio State University Extension

Pam’s Posies  cont. from pg. 2
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Committee Reports
NEw POlICIES AND 
PRCEDuRES COMMITTEE

Beginning the first of the year, there will be an 
additional committee.  Its purpose is to prepare a 
Policy and Procedure Manual. Upon completion of 
that task, it will then become a standing committee 
to revise and update as needed.  Our growth 
has shown a need for consistent procedures in 
addressing how items are handled.  We have 
dealt with issues based on how a committee or its 
chair wanted it done.  The difficulty arises when a 
new chair wants to change the procedure or when 
the same issue is done differently by two or more 
committees.

I am asking for your involvement in two 
areas. First, if there is an interest in serving on 
the committee, please let me know.  My email 
address is: gbsimon2@att.net and my phone 
number is (937) 399-4309.  We will not meet until 
the new year but there will be contact prior to the 
holidays.  Second, if you have questions or concerns 
regarding how something is done or needs a way to 
do it, please send those items to me.  I am looking 
forward to hearing from you.
George Simon II

lANDSCAPE wITH NATuRE 
COMMITTEE

An exciting discovery of 3 healthy Monarch 
caterpillars in the newly planted Landscape with 
Nature Gardens has validated the concept that if we 
plant host plants for pollinators, they will show up in 

SPGA and multiply. 
We are applying for 
official designation 
of our plantings as a 
Monarch Way Station 
from Monarch Watch.

We will propose 
increasing the number 
of waystations within 
SPGA in the future if 
approved. 

We have planted 
three gardens in the 

LWN .  They are the Bee Haven, Pollinator cultivar 
trial and butterfly garden (currently a holding area ).  
So far our most successful garden, within LWN is the 
Bee Haven. The goal of Bee Haven is to demonstrate 
a variety of nectar and pollen plants that help Native 
and Honeybees survive. We have 16 carefully 
selected plants doing exceptionally well the first year.

We are considering other Landscape with Nature 
projects including: Native Plants and shrubs, 
Backyard Bird habitat, Blooming meadow, and 
Clover patch. Our main concern is completion of  the 
butterfly  garden (buffet) next year.  Join the LWN 
committee and visit our gardens. 
Donna Meister, Jani Maloney, Tom Davidson (LWN 
Co-Chairs)

Monarch Caterpillars  on common 
milkweed

MGV Tom Davidson in the Landscape with Nature 
Garden.

vICTORY GARDEN COMMITTEE
The 2021 Victory Garden is history with another 

successful growing season recorded.  We exceeded 
our goal and set a record of over 8000 pounds 
of produce delivered to the Second Harvest.  All 
individual garden plot should be cleared for mowing 
by October 1.  Thanks to all the energetic souls who 
worked in the garden to make it a huge success.  

Edith Newell-Perley, Drew Titone and  Ed Wozniak
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Jean Rickards cleaning pots with Deb Brugger 
and Rich Pearson in background.

FIElD TRIAlS/GREENHOuSE 
COMMITTEE
A very productive tray and flower pot cleaning day 
was held Tuesday, September 14th this year at 
SPGA by the barn.  Thank you to all that participated!

The Mitchell Greenhouse chairs, 
Theresa Gregory, Linda McCann, Rosalind Soles, 
and Karen Parsons

Sandy Forstrom pre-cleaning pots at 
Greenhouse Committee pot cleaning day.

Theresa Gregory doing pre-rinse before 
washing and sanitizing.

FIElD TRIP COMMITTEE
Here’s a little something left over from the 
September Field Trip Committee report that we didn’t 
have enough room for and we didn’t want you to 
miss.

Did you know ????
• Records show lavender has been in use for 

over 2,500 years.  Lavender was used in 
ancient Egypt for mummification, and the 
Romans scented their public bathhouses with 
it. The name lavender is derived from the Latin 
verb lavare —to wash.

• Lavender’s association with washing and 
bathing has an interesting history. In Medieval 
and Renaissance Europe, washerwomen were 
known as “lavenders” because they spread 
their laundry over lavender bushes to dry for 
the scent it gave. Royalty is known to have 
used lavender for their baths.

• Lavender is indigenous to the mountainous 
areas of the countries bordering the western 
European part of the Mediterranean region. 
When early travelers brought it back, the plant 
spread fairly rapidly to other parts of the world, 
and by the sixteenth-century lavender was 
already a much-loved plant in English gardens. 
The first lavender plants found in America 
made their way here sometime after the first 
European settlers.

• Lavender is known for its soothing, 
relaxing qualities and has been used to 
treat hyperactivity, insomnia, headaches, 
toothaches, sore joints, and rumbling digestive 
systems. 

Also not to be missed the Lavender Barn at 
the Sunset Ridge Lavender Farm.

Pictures by Karen Parsons.
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Gatherings about Gardens 
 

BIRD MIGRATION

Have you noticed the birds are gathering to start 
their journey’s south? Migration is arguably the most 
spectacular and intriguing aspect of bird behavior—it 
involves about 80% of breeding species in temperate 
regions and may be observed over virtually the entire 
surface of the Earth from the high Arctic to the tropics 
and across all oceans. 

Why do birds migrate?  The dominant theories 
place periods of glaciation in the northern and 
southern extremities of the planet at the center 
of the mystery. As glacial advances made large 
areas of the Earth uninhabitable, birds were forced 
southward (and northward), toward the equator. But 
as the glaciers retreated and the climate warmed, 
some species began to expand toward their previous 
ranges, though forced to retreat again each winter to 
find their preferred foods of insects, fruit, and nectar. 

when do birds migrate? In general, birds move 
to and from breeding and wintering grounds in spring 
and fall, with peaks in April and May and September 
and October. Arrival and departure schedules vary 
greatly among different species, depending on 
survival pressures. For example, many Arctic-nesting 
species must wait for a late spring thaw to ensure a 
reliable food supply and then depart before freeze-
up, while songbirds farther south can arrive on their 
breeding grounds as soon as flowering plants have 
started attracting the insects on which they depend. 
One of the concerns about the effects of climate 
change on birds is that these evolutionary patterns 
will be disrupted, causing reduced reproductive 
success. Different types of birds also migrate at 
different times of day. Raptors and other soaring 
birds that require rising air currents move mainly 
from midmorning to late afternoon, and swallows and 
swifts, which feed on the wing, also travel by day. 
Most small songbirds, as well as many shorebirds, 
on the other hand, travel at night. While people may 
believe that migration follows a few major “flyways”, 
in reality, daytime migrants follow so-called leading 
lines such as coastlines and river valleys that align 
with their prescribed direction, while nocturnal 

migrants travel over a broad front at 
altitude, guided by the stars.

How high and how fast do birds 
migrate? Nocturnal songbird and 
shorebird migrants normally travel at 
between 3,000 and 5,000 feet, but 
altitudes between 8,000 and 10,000 feet 
are not unusual. Climbers summiting 
Mt. Everest have heard migrating Bar-

headed Geese passing overhead at an estimated 
28,000 feet. Most migrating songbirds travel at 
airspeeds between 20 and 40 mph, larger species 
averaging faster than smaller species.  Species of 
ducks, shorebirds and falcons seem to average 
between 40 and 60 mph, though small shorebirds 
flying at high altitude have been clocked at airspeeds 
exceeding 100 mph. 

What distance do birds migrate? As with other 
aspects of migration, variation is broad. Some birds 
travel only as far as necessary to accommodate 
basic needs, mainly food, so that some waterbirds 
will move only as far as the first unfrozen habitat they 
encounter, while many shorebirds are compelled 
by their evolutionary destiny to undertake maximal 
journeys from the high Arctic to the sub-Antarctic. 
The Arctic Tern appears to be the record holder for 
the longest migration route, traveling 44,000 miles 
round trip. Few land bird migrants approach these 
distances. However, Blackpoll Warblers nesting in 
boreal Canada arrive on the Atlantic coast in fall, 
double their weight by binge feeding, and then take 
off (typically following a cold front from the northwest) 
with enough “fuel” on them to fly up to 120 hours 
nonstop to wintering grounds in northern South 
America.   Excerpted from Birdpedia by C.W. Leahy

Birds and Blooms Magazine encourages us to 
keep our hummingbird feeders out through frost to 
help nourish hummingbirds as they migrate.  And 
did you know that the Canada Geese, as seen at 
SPGA, do NOT migrate?  Just learned this recently 
from Michael Enright, Enright Wildlife and Habitat 
Solutions, who advised that this species of geese 
survive year-round on naturally occurring food 
sources.

And finally, my new leaf blower doesn’t work! It 
sucks!

Til next time, Judy Finnegan

See another poem from Gatherings about Gardens 
on page 9.

Listen! The wind is rising,
And the air is wild with leaves,

We have had our summer evenings
Now for October eves!

~~Humbert Wolfe
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keep the insect population under control and I am 
grateful for that. One year I saw a wolf spider minding 
its own business when a blue mud dauber wasp 
swooped in and started chasing the spider.  Alas, the 
mud dauber caught the spider, and, I think, injected 
it with poison. It picked the spider up and carried it to 
its lair.  Wow. Just like in documentaries.

Another favorite is the oh-so-charming tree 
frog.  I have a long history with them. That 
first year in the drafty farmhouse I found one 
on the dining room woodwork one morning. 
Did you know tree frogs can jump in every 
direction? Neither did I, until that morning.  
I finally caught the little guy and took him 
outside.

Here is my favorite tree frog story:  last 
year, Husband Tom left a pair of dirty, sweaty 
pants on the deck to dry out before later 
throwing them in the laundry.  That night, I 
headed to the bathroom before going to bed. 
I lifted the toilet seat, and a tree frog was 
staring back at me.  I don’t know whose eyes 
were bigger!  Remember, friends, always 
look before you leap!

Happy Gardening, 
Susan Miller

Backyard News
Summer has left us again, with its beauty and 

bounty, its heat and humidity.  And now we march 
into fall, with its crispness and color.  In honor of 
Halloween, I thought I would share some of my 
favorite creepy crawly visitors from around the yard.

One of my very favorite 
creepy crawlies is the 
praying mantis. In my 
picture you see one sitting 
on a lawn chair as though 
it has stopped by for a 
visit on the deck.  The first 
spring in our new house 
I found a young praying 
mantis on the porch.  It 
swayed back and forth 
madly, as though it was a 
frantic stick in the wind.  I 
moved it to a clump of pink 
and white cosmos, where 
it spent the entire summer.  
Last year, in the fall, I 
noticed a praying mantis 
hanging upside down on a 
Hyssop plant. It hung there 
for hours in a zen-like state, waiting for dinner to pass 
by.  

This fall, I’m seeing beautiful yellow garden spiders 
at every turn.  The idea that spiders are beautiful 

came to me later than 
I would wish. Before 
moving to the 
country, I would 
squeal in fear if 
I saw a spider.  
When Husband 
Tom and I first 
moved to Clark 
County, we bought 
an old, drafty 
farmhouse to renovate.  
Every time I walked into 
the house that fall, I was 
greeted by a number of 
wolf spiders. I realized 
that I needed to adjust 
my attitude toward 
spiders if I wanted to 
live in the country. Now I 
consider spiders friends-
of-the-garden.  They help 

Two tree frogs on my deck.

Praying mantis on my deck chair.

Yellow garden spider 
among the tomatoes.
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Over the Garden Gate

Jan O’Neill
As an intensive care nurse, Jan O’Neill, found 

the critical thinking needed for her profession was 
inspiring. Working not only with the patients, but their 
families as well, she enjoyed the problem-solving 
skills required. While still employed, she cleared her 
work schedule on Wednesdays to become a member 
of the Class of 2014 after Laura Foley’s many years 
of urging.

Now retired after 49 ½ years in nursing, Jan 
particularly likes working in the Victory Garden and 
perennial gardens. She also reflects her fondness 
for hydrangeas she has grown over the years. 
Previously 
working in the 
greenhouse, she 
appreciated the 
full experience 
of seeding to the 
final planting in 
the field trials. 
Beginning in 
March 2021, she 
found herself 
working solo in 
the Garden of 
Eatin’ pulling 
weeds which 
she describes 
as “cathartic.”  
Volunteering 
in this location 
also gave her 
an opportunity 
to work with 
herbs, something that was new to her. As many have 
reflected over the COVID period her home landscape 
was the cleanest ever. 

Getting the family together for Jan and Richard is 
challenging. Two daughters and a grandson live in 
Ohio, one resides in New Jersey, and their son is in 
Iraq.

Getting to know new people each time she works at 
SPGA is particularly gratifying. She encourages the 
newest MGV members to not be afraid of being able 
to accumulate enough hours saying there are ample 
opportunities available for everyone. 

by Wendy May

Susan Kogler
Getting a personal tour of their five-acre plot by 

Susan Kogler, Class of 2010 was a delight. What 
was a blank slate 44 years ago has meticulously and 
lovingly been transformed into a gardener’s paradise. 
At each turn surprises await: numerous pollinator 
patches are sprinkled throughout the property, 
hydrangea 
hedges and 
collections 
are cleverly 
situated, a 
memorial 
garden honors 
loved ones, 
trees dedicated 
to her 
grandchildren 
and parents 
have grown 
to sizable 
specimens, 
and a compost 
pile is spilling 
over with an 
abundance 
of butternut 
squash. It 
can only be imagined how this area displays itself 
during the spring and early summer with dogwoods, 
poppies, and other early bloomers showing their 
colors.

When asked how to begin such an undertaking 
Susan said simply, “Start out with one area at a time.” 
She does admit making mistakes and finds herself 
recreating areas she is not completely happy with. 
Adding Silver Maple on the property was not her 
best choice she confesses, though they do provide 
bountiful cover for her shade loving plants and a 
seating area. 

The isolation brought on by the COVID pandemic 
found Susan and Richard constructing puzzles 
and tackling Scrabble regularly. The “Escape to 
the Chateau” PBS series caught Susan’s attention 
prompting them to purchase the full DVD set which 
has provided hours of entertainment. Any continuing 
education programs featuring Doug Tallamy or his 
material have been a favorite of hers.

Susan enjoys the first Wednesday general garden 
workdays and she is particularly excited to see the 
instructional classes prior to our general meetings 
return. 
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this to offer:   Clark County Master Gardener 
Volunteers have performed far and well beyond 
all expectation to make the entirety of SPGA 
absolutely shine for the Grand Opening and 
Dedication of the Wingert Tossey Pavilion and 
first presentation of the Springfield Foundation 
Feature Garden.  I know so many of you are at 
or beyond your limits.  I fully understand and truly 
appreciate your strength and commitment to see 
it through and get it done.  Thank you ALL so 
very much!!!   I so truly appreciate ALL your hard 
work and dedication.  I continue to be amazed by 
your efforts and so very much appreciate being a 
part of this team. 

THANK YOU!

---Rich---

Rich’s Remarks  cont. from pg.3
Before It’s Time To Go To Bed

Before it’s time to go to bed,
“Let’s have a feast,” October said,
“Let’s call our family all together,

And celebrate this pleasant weather”;
And each small shrub most richly dressed,

In red and gold and orange, too,
Any many another party hue.

The party lasted day and night,
Until the leaves were tired quite,

“O Mother Dear,” at last each said,
“It’s time for us to go to bed;

Dear Mother Tree, good-night to you!”
Then loosed her hand and off it flew,

And every little sleepy head
Soon settled in the garden bed,

And dreamed the dreams that flowers do
And slept and slept the winter through.

~~Annette Wynne

Poem from Judy Finnegan’s  Gatherings about 
Gardens.

Amended soil pile before Rich’s weeding.

Amended soil pile after weeding. What seemed 
a huge job, turned out be like a cheap paperback 
novel - it was an easy weed....
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More Pictures from the 2021 SPGA Jubilee

Fred Miller at the Turf Research Plots with SPGA 
Jubilee visitors.

Fran Davidson at the Designing Bouquets booth.

Many of the Vendor Booths at the SPGA Jubilee. Connie Mitchell, Missy Hawley and Rich Pearson in 
(we’re sure) an important discussion. 

Theresa Gregory talking to visitors at the Field Trial 
Garden at SPGA Jubilee.

Springfield Kiwanis Children’s Garden at SPGA 
Jubilee.

Pictures on the picture pages are from MGV Susan Kogler.
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More Pictures from the 2021 SPGA Jubilee

Dennis Latimer driving the Garden Tour Wagon. View of garden shed in the Garden of Eatin’.

Cynthia Valente talking to visitors at Early Ohio 
Settler’s Garden.

Natheta Mercer helping on the Garden Tour Wagon.
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The Garden of Eatin’ at 2021 SPGA Jubilee. 
Picture from Susan Kogler.

Don’t forget our 
October 6th  

Garden Clean Up  
at SPGA 

9:00 to NOON


